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How Pig R U? RulesUK

Contents
100 cards, 18 life tokens,  
sand timer

Aim of the game
Think of something porky to say 
before the big oink sounds, or 
you lose a life token.

Try to be the last player with 
life tokens left!

Set it up!
• Remove the life 

tokens from the 
frame and give each 
player three of them.

• Shuffle the cards and place 
the deck on the table, the 
side with the two big letters 
facing up.

• Open the How Pig R U? timer 
app. (If you don’t have access 
to the app, see The Sand 
Timer below.)

• The youngest player starts 
the first round.

The sand timer
If you don’t have access to the 
timer app, you can use the sand 
timer instead!

• Turn the sand timer over 
when the round begins.

• Wait at least 5 – 7 seconds 
before giving the first answer.

• Turn the timer after each new 
word.

• If you can’t come up with a 
new word before the sand has 
run out, you lose a life token.



Play!
• Turn the top card, place 

it next to the deck, let 
everyone read it, and start 
the timer!

• Try to come up with words to 
end the sentence on the card.

The words have to start with 
either of the letters shown 
on the top card on the deck!

• As soon as the player in turn 
calls an acceptable word, they 
reset the timer by tapping 
the screen once. Then it’s the 
next player’s turn to come up 
with a new word!

• If a player has not called a 
new word before the big oink 
sounds, that player loses a 
life token.

• The player who just lost a life 
token starts the next round  

by turning the next top card 
and starting the timer.

• When a player loses their 
third token, they are out of 
the game!

Win!
The game ends when there 
is only one player left in the 
game. That player wins!
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